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Ising-Model Reformulation. I. Fundamentals
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The partition function (Z) for the classical Ising model of cooperative phenomena in lattices of arbitrary
dimensionality and with interactions of unspecified range is expressed as a vacuum-state expectation value
of a product of two operators, each constructed from boson annihilation and creation operators. In the ab-
sence of external zelda, Z, and similarly the spin-pair correlation function f (r), are expanded thereupon into
a series of Feynman diagrams. In the case of P(r), a formally exact diagram summation (1) shows how the
spherical model may be recovered in low-order approximation, (2) suggests a way of introducing systematic
corrections to this approximation, and (3) leads to a generalized criterion for suppression of antiferro-
magnetic order in "non6tting" lattices, A full topological-diagram reduction to restricted sets of "ele-
mentary" subdiagrams is carried out.

I. INTRODUCTION In the third section, the operators are time ordered,
and application of Kick's theorem allows both the par-
tition function (Z) and the singlet (p) and pair (lt) spin-
distribution functions to be expressed as linked Feynman
cluster diagram sums, where the diagrams have vertices
confined essentially to two parallel strips. The lt series
in the absence of external fields is formally summed in
Sec. IV in a way which clearly reveals the temperature
variation of the wavelength-dependent static suscepti-
bility (essentially the Fourier transform of f), as well as
the occurrence of long-range order in the assembly.
In addition, this way of expressing f transparently in-
dicates the procedure for recovering the well-known
spherical model, 4 and shows the way for systematic
construction of corrections to the spherical model.

A full diagram reduction scheme for the field-free P is
outlined in the fifth section for isolation of the dificult
"elementary" cluster subdiagrams. Although the ma-
nipulations are strongly analogous to those that have
been applied to the Ursell-Mayer imperfect gas series, '
the present theory exhibits a richer structure, not only
because nontrivial numerical coeKcients are associated
with diagram vertices of diferent orders, but also be-
cause the number of lines that may terminate at a ver-
tex is necessarily even.

In the final section, the occurrence of long-range order
at zero field is discussed in detail, and, in addition, a non-
rigorous, but suggestive, criterion is advanced for
occurrence of long-range antiferromagnetic order, based
upon the extrema of the discrete Fourier transform of
the pair interaction.

Generalization of most of the present theory to finite
fields is reserved for a later communication.

HIS paper is devoted to the development of a new
technique for handling classical order-disorder

phenomena. By expressing the partition function for
such assemblies as well as the spin-distribution functions
in terms of vacuum-state expectation values in quantum
field theory, it is possible to draw upon the powerful
mathematical tools that have been devised for this latter
discipline to effect the necessary evaluations in a syste-
matic way.

The general Ising model treated here has spin —'„but
is restricted neither to lattices of specific dimensionality,
nor to pair interactions between just nearest neighbors.
Inspired by the exact results on the two-dimensional
nearest-neighbor Ising model, '' recent sophisticated
numerical analyses on three-dimensional models have
produced strong conjectures (which, if not exact, are
certainly close to correct) about the analytic nature of
critical point singularities. These latter analyses, how-
ever, are based upon series developments which become
intractably difficult to calculate for interaction ranges
much beyond nearest neighbors. Since Ising models with
extended interactions are of considerable physical inter-
est (for example, in recovering the continuum coopera-
tive gas-liquid-solid molecular assembly as a lattice gas
with infinitesimal spacing), one of the strong motiva-
tions in presenting this approach has been the desire to
understand features common to the set of more general
Ising models.

The next section displays the means whereby the
original classical statistical problem becomes equivalent
to evaluation of a quantum-mechanical matrix element
("vacuum-state expectation value" ) . The operators
originally involved are boson annihilation and creation
operators, one attached to each lattice site. Transla-
tional symmetry of the problem, however, natural
suggests transformation to running waves of sp
excitation.

II. INITIAL TRANSFORMATIONS

i L. Qnsager, Phys. Rev. 65, 117 (1944).' C. N. Yang, Phys. Rev. S5, 808 (1952).
'A compilation of results may be found in M. E. Fisher, J.

Math. Phys. 4, 278 (1963).

ly Let the positions of the sites of a regular lattice (in
in any number of dimensions) be ri. ~ ra .The site at r; will

possess a classical spin p,;which may have the values ~i.
If these spins interact in pairs by means of a potential

4 T. H. Berlin and M. Kac, Phys. Rev. S6, 821 (1952).
. M. J. van Leeuwen, J. Groeneveld, and J. deBoer, Physica

25, 92 (1959).~
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s(r;;)p;is;, and with an external 6eld equal to H(r;) at Consequently, one may write
site i, the partition function is

Z(P,H) =2- 2 -p{ P—Z H(r') '
pl ~ ~ pÃ~kl

p(isc) =n E 0'om(n) Opom(nisi) t
m=0

p= (kT)-'

P 2 ~(r' )v'v ) (1)
where n is a temporarily arbitrary scaling parameter.
Only even-order terms appear in Eq. (7) due to the
evenness of the function p.

The operators

Z(P,H) = dPl' ' ' dIs~ exp{—P P H(r;)is,

In the following it will be supposed that cyclic Born-von
Karman boundary conditions apply to the lattice. For
convenience, Z has been normalized to unity in the high-
temperature limit in Eq. (1).

The multiple summation in (1) may trivially be can-
verted to multiple-integral form.

a; = [(nfs;) d/—d(njs;)]/2'",
a'= [( ')+did( A)]/2'"

act, respectively, as creation and annihilation operators
for the scaled set q „(nis,)

a"v. (ni ') =(0+1)'"~-+i(ni ')

a;o„(ni~)=n o ~(nl ) ~

In addition, they satisfy the boson commutation
relations

PZ -~(r's)I"1,}P(") P(.-) (2)

by means of suitable weight functions involving Dirac
deltas.

[a;,a,]=0,
[aP,a,']=0
[a,,a, t]= 8;, ,

(10)

Since the weight-function product vanishes unless the
absolute value of each pi is unity, Z will be unchanged if
any function F(is& isip) is inserted in the integrand of
Eq. (2) if it has the property that it equals unity for
these same spin values.

~,—(a .t+ a .)/2 1/Pn

On account of the first relation (9), it is possible to
express each weight function p as the result of allowing
a non-Hermitian operator dp to opera, te on opo.

(3) where [A,B]=AB—BA. Specifically, we note the
identity

Z(P,H) = dpxF(pi p~)
P(I,)/n V o(n) = d,"9o(nf;),

X. p{—P PH(,),—P P .(...)„,„,~

Xp(p&) p(pN),

F(a1, a1, , +1)=1.
We shall presently choose a speci6c form for Ii.

Each function p(p, ) may formally be expanded in
terms of some orthonormal set of functions {op„) com-
plete on the entire real axis. In particular, we choose this
set to be the eigenfunctions of the one-dimensional
Schrodinger wave equation for the harmonic oscillator. '

o „(x)= [x'"2"e!]'"exp( —x'/2)H„(x) (5)
where the B are the Hermite polynomials.

H, (*)=1,
Hi(x) = 2x,

Hp(x) =4x' —2,
Ho(x) = Sx'—12x, etc.

'L. Panelling and E. 3. Wilson, Imtroductioe to Quegtgm ~e-
chogscs (McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc. , ¹wYork, 1935),
p. 80.

Substitution of Eqs. (11), (12), and (13) into (4) yields
the result

Z(p, H) = d(n~r)

X d( p )oo(w ) vo(w ) p( —PM)

'di do ' ' '6 opo(npi)' ' ' No(nfsx)

=(Oiexp( —PM)dit . dio i0);
N

M= — g H(r;)(a +a;)
21/2~ i

(14)

+—p v(i,;)(a,t+a;) (a p+ a,) . (15)
20!

Hp„(n)t=1+ P — (a )om
=i 2 (2m)!

At this point, F(is, py) is chosen to be

o o(n~i) o o(n~p) o o(n~~)
F(~i w) = ~ ~ ~ (13)
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We have therefore succeeded in transforming the classi-
cal Ising partition function by means of elementary
manipulations into a quantum-mechanical vacuum-state
expectation value of certain field operators; the
"vacuum, "denoted by ~0), consists of linear harmonic
oscillators in their ground states at each lattice site.

On account of the translational symmetry assumed
for the lattice, it is natural to seek a description of the
cooperative assembly in terms of running excitation
waves. Accordingly, new boson operators are introduced
for each vector k in the first Brillouin zone (v) of the
space reciprocal to the lattice.

and the vanishing of the spin self-interaction

Nv(r=O)=g V(k)=0.

For most cases of interest, only one term of the external
Geld sum in M will appear, i.e., Ho, corresponding to the
homogeneous field.

In a similar way, the product dit ~ .dzt may be re-
written in terms of the bt's alone. First, one has

iv „H, (a)dt d t=g 1++ (a;t)'m
)=1 m=1 2~(2~)!

b"(k)=N '~' P exp(ik r,)a, t,

2=1

(16)

=exp(Z 2 D-(~)(a')'");
j=l n=l

(21)

b(k)=N —'" P exp( —ik r,)a, .

The inverse relations are

(~)

a) =A —'" P exp( ik —r,)b'(k),

(~)

a, =N-'" P exp(ik r, )b(k),
(17)

the numerical coefGcients D„(n) are the semi-invariants
of the set H& (n)/2 (2m)!, and are calculated explicitly
in Appendix A. If the heretofore arbitrary scaling param-
eter n is now set equal to 2 ' ', the leading coefficient in
Eq. (21), Di(n), can be made to vanish, so that in the
following it will be supposed that this choice has been
made. Under this circumstance, reference to Eq. (A5)
of the Appendix A shows that the surviving coeKcients
are equal to

Hj, N '" Q H(r, )——exp—(ik r,),

V(k)=g v(r) exp(ik r),
(19)

where the k summations are restricted to the zone v.
These new operators satisfy the same boson commuta-
tion relations as the previous set, Eq. (9)

[b(k),b(k') )=0,
[b'(k), b'(k') $=0,
[b(k),bt(k')$ = ~(k—k') .

After defining the following discrete Fourier trans-
forms)

( 1)n—l22n —1( 22n 1)BD„=— (e=2, 3, ), (22)
(2e)!

and the 82 ~ are the Sernoulli numbers'

Bi 1/6, ——
Ba 1/30, ——
By= 1/42,

B7——1/30, etc.

(23)

Dt= P ¹
"D„P' b'(k—i) bt(kg. ),

(24)

Finally, eliminating the a, from expression (21) by
means of the first of Eqs. (17), one has

dit gt = exp(Dt),

n=2 &I ~ ~ ~ &2n

the interaction operator M may readily be expressed
in terms of the b's

(~) (~)
M= P[H ibt(k)+Hgb(k)]+ P V(k)

)&[b~(k)bt( —k)+2m(k)+b(k)b( —k)j, (20)

n(k) =b'(k)b(k).

In obtaining this result, we have used reQection in-
variance of V

V(k)= V(—k),

where the multiple-k summations in Dt are constrained
to conserve "momentum, "

ki+ .+k2„——0,
as indicated by the primed summation symbol. The
general Ising partition function may thus be written

Z(P H) =(0~exp( PM) exp(Dt) (0) (25)

The special choice for n is such that the leading term

7E. T. Whittaker and G. N. Watson, A Course of Moderrs
Analysis {Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, 1952), pp.
125-6. In this reference, our Bg~ y is denoted by 8„.
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in the weight function expansion (7) provides the cor-
rect second moment for p(p) (the succeeding terms con-
tribute nothing to this second moment). Retention of
only this leading term (remembering that po is a Gauss-
ian function) is equivalent to neglect of Dt in Eq. (25).
The resulting approximate partition function is known
as the "Gaussian model, " which diverges below a cer-
tain characteristic temperature. 4 In spite of the fact
that Dt contains no physical parameters, such as tem-
perature, one therefore sees that its effects on the parti-

tion function of interest are even qualitatively impor-
tant. When viewed from the present point of view, the
difficulty in solving Ising problems rests in taking proper
account of this non-Hermitian operator. The remainder
of this paper is concerned with precisely this problem.

The singlet spin average p(r;) and the spin-pair cor-
relation function f(r;,r, ) may similarly be expressed in
terms of quantum-mechanical matrix elements in the
same vacuum state. One finds for the former, using
exactly the same manipulations as before,

~(r') = {~')

2 NZ 1——
PN=k&

p, exp{—P g a(r;)p, P—P ~(r,,)p,p, )

(0~iV ~ +[exp(—ik r,)bt(k)+exp(ik r,)b(k)] exp( —pM) exp(Dt) ~0)

{0~exp( —PM) exp(Dt) ~0)
(26)

Since the square-bracketed creation operators appear to the left of all other operators in (26), they may be dropped.

(0
~

X '" P exp(ik. r,)b(k) exp( —PM) exp(D~)
~
0)

{0~exp(—PM) exp(Dt) ~0)
(27)

Analogously, the pair correlation expression is

e(", )+ (') ( ) =( ' )

=—Z '{0~!V ' P [exp( —ik r;)b~(k)+exp(ik r;)b(k)]

X[exp(—ik' r,)bt(k')+exp(ik' r, )b(k')] exp( —PM) exp(D~) ~0). (28)

Again, the creation operators bt(k) may be dropped; also, bt(k') can combine only with b(k) when k'= k to give 5,,

P(r;, r,)+p(r;)p(r, ) =8,,+Z '(0~ Ã ' P exp[i(k r~+k' r, )]b(k)b(k') exp( —PM) exp(Dt) ~0). (29)

III. GENERATION OF DIAGRAMS

In order to begin devising a scheme for evaluating Z as the vacuum-state expectation value shown in Eq. (25), it
is convenient to make use of Feynman's operator-ordering calculus. Thus, we formally write

z(!!,H) = (0 exp M(s) ds exp
—1

D'(!)d! o).

The variables s and t which now index the operators M and D~ may be considered as "times" at which the operators
act. After expanding the exponentials, the operators are always to be "time-ordered, " so that operators with
smaller s or t appear to the right of those with larger values. As was shown in the previous section, both M and Dt
are constructed out of running-wave creation bt and annihilation b operators, so that in expression (30) the time
indexing amounts to assigning times to these creation and annihilation operations; as examples:

bt(k, &), b(k', s).

' R. P. Feymnan, Phys. Rev. 84, 108 (1951).
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The expansion of Eq. (30) may be written

( 1)m P

z(P,&)= 2
, =o m!e!

ds, ds„dt, dt„(0
~
T[M(s,) M(s„)D"(ti) D"(t.)] ~ 0), (32)

in which T is the time-ordering operator, and

M(s) =PL& ibt(k, s)+Hib(k, s)]+-', Q V(k)t br(k, s)b'( —k,s)+2bt(k, s)b(k, s)+b(k, s)b( —k,s)],
(33)

D'(t) = P X' "D„—P' b'(k„t) b'(k, „,t) .
n=2 $1 ~ ~ ega~

Insertion of these expressions into Eq. (32) generates
time-ordered operator products.

TLA, B Y,Z], (34)

JI

LLI

t-

0z
0

LLI

Uz

in which A, B, ~, Y, Z are operators just of type (31).
The classification and calculation of the various con-

tributions to Z are now enormously facilitated by appli-
cation of Wick's theorem. ' The only terms from the
expansion of (34) into normal products which can give
nonvanishing contributions to the vacuum-state ex-
pectation value are those which are completely con-
tracted. ' A graphical interpretation of the various modes
of contraction may now be provided. Figure 1 exhibits
a typical term. The two parallel strips represent the
"time" intervals during which the Dt's (lower strip)
and M's (upper strip) operate. The dark circles repre-
sent sets of b's and bi's with the same "time" indices
[one sees from (33) that they occur in pairs in the upper
strip, and in sets of four or a larger even number in the
lower strip]. The crosses, occurring only in the upper
strip, are external held vertices provided by the leading
terms in M, which are linear in the field operators. The
lines connecting vertices specify which sets of field
operators have their members jointly contracted. The

"time" integrations have the effect of moving vertices
up or down within a strip. A line emanating upward
from a vertex represents an excitation created at that
vertex; a vertex at the upper end of a line destroys that
excitation.

It may be seen from Fig. 1 that moving vertices about
in the upper strip changes their annihilation or creation
character, and therefore changes whichever of the
specific terms in M the vertices represent. By freely per-
forming the time integrations, however, all possibilities
are neatly collected once and only once. It is clear that
only even numbers (greater than two) of upward-
radiated lines are permitted in the lower strip.

The operation of Wick's theorem allows contraction
only of field operators with the same k, so the final set
of independent k summations in a given diagram is
generally less than the number from which the con-
tributing field operators came. Aside from these summa-
tions and time integrations (which give only trivial fac-
tors 1 or P for lower and upper strips, respectively), the
value of a specific diagram is just the product of HA, 's,
V(k)'s, and E' "D„'s for the vertices it contains.

Figure 1 shows by example that the general diagram
consists of several disconnected parts. Suppose that in
the iit, it term in sum (32), Wick's theorem has, by con-
tractions, linked up the M's and D"'s in such a way that
there are cu(p, ,v) linked sets consisting of ti M's and v Dt' s.
We must have the conditions

m= P p(a(p, v),
p, , v 0

(33)

e= P vcr(ti, v).
ttt i & =0

FIG. 1. A diagram of a typical term contributing to the general
Ising partition function. The "time" coordinate is the Feynman
index whereby the operators are ordered within the vacuum-state
expectation value.

The number of ways of dividing the m distinguishable
M's and n distinguishable Dt's into these subsets is

(36)

9 D. J.Thouless, The Qgantum Mechanics of 2lfany-Body Systems
(Academic Press Inc. , New York, 1961), pp. 38—40. If this combinatorial factor is inserted in Eq. (32), we
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( 1))) P

lnZ(P, H) =Q dsi ds„

dti' ' 'dt)S»(si' ' '$»ti' ' 't)) ) (37)

where S»(si t„) stands for the sum of terms from the
Wick contractions of

(OITLM(s, ) . M(s„)D'(t,) .D'(t„)]IO),

which have corrected graphs. We have thus obtained a
"linked-cluster" expansion of the general Ising model
free energy, which is required by the thermodynamic
condition that this be an extensive quantity.

The diagrams allow one to visualize the details in a
physical picture of the field-theoretic calculation of the
partition function. For times less than —1, the system
of harmonic oscillators on the lattice remains in the
vacuum state. Between —1 and 0, it is subject to an
agency which generates bursts of four, or a larger even
number, of boson running-wave "excitons. "During the
interval 0 to P, these bosons are subject to forward scat-
tering, annihilation, and further creation. Z(P, H) is
the probability that the system coincidentally 6nds it-
self in the vacuum state after all this agitation.

Since, as shown in Eqs. (27) and (29), the expecta-
tion value formulas for singlet and pair spin averages
contain extra destruction operators, some diagrams that
will arise in their evaluation require a slight modifica-
tion. Because these extra field operators have been
placed to the left of the other operators, they will be
regarded as acting at a "time" later than P, and so must
be represented by vertices above the upper strip.

Figure 2 illustrates the type of diagrams that arise
in the evaluation of the numerator of the p(r;) expres-
sion, Eq. (27). The diagrams consist of connected por-

tions of precisely the same type encountered in evalua-
tion of Z, as well as one connected portion including the
new vertex above the upper strip. If one takes accountof
the number of ways in which M's and D"'s may be dis-
tributed between connected portions of the new and
old types, it is easy to see that the denominator of Eq.
(27), which is Z itself, exactly cancels the old type, so
p(r, ) is equal to the sum of all graphs connected to a
single external vertex.

In the case of the pair correlation function, there are
two vertices above the upper strip, and the factor Z '
again cancels all portions unconnected to either of these
extra vertices. The remainder may consist, in any par-
ticular case, either of (A) two unconnected portions, one
attached to each of the upper vertices, or (B) a singly
connected structure bridging the two upper vertices.
Since the two in case (A) are each exactly the types of
diagrams contributing to p(r;), and since P(r, ,r,) in Eq.
(29) is defined to have p(r;)p(r;) subtracted off, it is
easy to see that only the doubly rooted graphs of case
(B) contribute to P(r;,r,).

IV. THE FIELD-FREE PAIR CORRELATION
FUNCTION

For the remainder of this article, we shall suppose
that no external fields act on the lattice, so the first set
of terms in M(s) vanish LEq. (33)] as well as each
p(r;) . The partition function. Z(P) then. may be obtained
just from f(r,,), now a function of relative distance,
through the intermediary of the average energy per
spin, E(P)/E.

(38)

Since the requisite combinatorial analysis to follow is,
simpler in the case of P than for Z itself, we elect to
work primarily with this pair function.

Analogously to Eq. '(37), the spin-pair correlation
function may be expressed.

dS] ' ' '8$p

dti dt.S»"'(s)s')si s»ti. . t„), (39)

where S&'& is the sum of the class (B) diagrams of the
previous section, which are obtained by Wick s theorem
contractions from

FIG. 2. The types of connected diagram portions encountered in
evaluation of the numerator of the p(r;) expression, (27). All but
that part connected to the uppermost vertex are cancelled by the
denominator.

(OI T{1V ' P expI i(k r,+k' r,)]b(k,s)b(k', s')

XM(si) M(s„)Dt(ti) Dt(t„)}IO). (40)

One possible diagram is illustrated in Fig, 3.
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In general, it is possible to distinguish a "primary"
path between the two uppermost vertices, regardless of
how complicated the diagram may be. As Fig. 3 shows,
this primary path may dip down into the lower strip
and return immediately to the upper strip, or else, by
means of two or more of the lower strip creation proc-
esses, the primary path temporarily splits into alter-
na, te routes. Thus, the set of diagrams giving tP may be
characterized as set of vertices in the upper strip, which
are connected in a linear sequence, but that this se-
quence may be interrupted by lower region processes.

It has already been remarked that the Gaussian
model is equivalent to neglect of D~, or what amounts
to the same thing in graphical terms, to 'neglect of the
lower region processes. A typical diagram for the
Gaussian model P therefore consists of an uninterrupted
sequence of upper region vertices, the set of which may
easily be summed. For this latter purpose we note first
that contractions can arrange p M's in p! distinct ways
along the primary path. Furthermore, contractions be-
tween field operators in M(s, ) and M(s, ) require that
the surnrnation indices k in

M(s;) =P V(k)[—,'bt(k, s.,)bt( —k, s,)

+N(k, s;)+-,'b(k, s,)b(—k, s,)]

from the two must either be equal, or the negatives of
one another [only equality is allowed for e(k, si)7, '
so all possibilities may be handled with a single k sum-
mation for a complete diagram, with a factor V(k)
from each vertex. Thus, the Gaussian model pair cor-
relation function It g is

Brillouin zone sum in Eq. (41) passes into an integral

1 exp( —ik r,,)
~I g(r') =- —dk.

I+PU(k)
(42)

Also, from (38), the Gaussian model partition function
becomes

iV
!nZg(P) = —— ln[1+PV(k)]dk.

27.
(43)

S X

One can clearly see from either Eq. (42) or (43) that
the rather trivial Gaussian model diverges below the
temperature at which 1+PV(k) first develops a zero in
7."It is hence essential to put back into tp the lower re-
gion processes. Any diagram including a lower region
process (three are shown in Fig. 3) may be converted to
another acceptable tp diagram by putting in any other
lower region process in its place. Consequently, it is
convenient to consider a partial summation over all
such conceivable lower region processes to have taken
place in P diagrams at each position where the primary
path dips into the lower strip. The result of this sum-
mation will be essentially a new lower region vertex, the
analog of those in the upper strip giving factors V(k),
each of which will contribute some factor W(k, P) to the
graph. "

It is necessary next to write down an exact version of
the Gaussian pair function, Eq. (42), which incorporates
W(k,P), giving the correct P for our original general

- (—1)'
Pg(r, ,) =5(r,;)+P p! dsi .ds„

&&iV ' P exp[i(k. r,—k. r,)][V(k)]~

& i —PU(k)
=5(r;,)+cV—' P- exp( —ik. r, ,)

~ I+PV(l )

—exp( —ik. r.;,) .
i' 1+PV(k)

(41)

Here it has been recognized that k'= —k, in obtaining
this last result from Eq. (40), on account of the fact that
any diagram must have an odd total number of pair
creation (both lines up) and pair annihilation vertices
(both lines down), each of which induces a k sign change
along the primary path.

Since only macroscopic lattices will be of concern, the

b

+IG. 3. A typical diagram contributing to the zero-external-
field pair correlation function. The primary path connecting the
two uppermost vertices ("times" s and s') has been indicated by
arrows. The distinct lower region processes interrupting this pri-
rnary path have each been emphasized by curly brackets. The
middle one of these three lower region processes (b) in effect tern. -
porarily splits the fundamental path into several alternate routes,
though these latter converge again to the single primary path.

IThis temperature may readily be identified as the transition
temperature predicted by the mean field theory.

The P dependence of 8' arises out of the "time" integrations
for V vertices included along paths within the lower region
processes.
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when one sets

p F'(k,p) = exp dp'

[1+W (k,p')] V (k)
X —1. (47)

Iy[1+W(k, p')]p'V(k)

(a) (c)

(b)

FIG. 4. Simplified drawings of the three lower region processes
appearing in Fig. 3. As before, the primary path is indicated by
arrows.

Ising problem. Re-expansion of the integrand of (42)
yields a geometric series in —PV(k), the separate fac-
tors of whose terms are isomorphic to the linear se-

quences of V vertices in the corresponding diagrams.
Likewise, the complete Ising problem requires an ex-
pression, each of whose expansion terms contain factors
that may be put into one-to-one correspondence with
the linear sequences of V and 8' vertices in the complete
set of f graphs. Recognizing that no two W vertices may
occur next to one another (an intervening V vertex is

required to turn the primary path downward between
them), but that all other possibilities are allowed, one
immediately veri6es that the generating expression

Appendix 8 deduces the relation between W and the
"direct" correlation function.

To be of any use whatever, our formally correct ex-

pression (45) for P must naturally be supplemented by a
means of determining W(k, P). Toward this end, it is

useful to introduce a simpli6ed convention for drawing

lower region processes summed in W(k, P). Only the

lower region vertices are explicitly indicated, along

with the incoming and outgoing sections of the primary

path, and each internal path (regardless of how many
V vertices originally appeared along it) connecting

lower region vertices is drawn as a simple line. Figure 4
displays the reduced representations of the three 8'
processes appearing in Fig. 3.

A much more complicated 8"process is shown in part
(a) of Fig. 5, which would be exceedingly difficult to
visualize in its original graphical form on the two "time"
strips. In this diagram, there are several occurrences of
8' processes along otherwise simple, single internal

paths. For each of these internal paths the situation is

therefore very similar to the entire set of possibilities

[1+W(k,P)]—1
1+L1+W(k, P)]PV(k)

(44)

reproduces the correct set of sequences of [—PV(k)]
and [W(k,p)]. It is a direct consequence that

4(r, ,p) =~(r;)+-
1+W(k, p) —1

1+[1+W(k, P)]PV (k)

exp( —ik r,,)dk

1 [1+W(k,P)] exp( —ik r,,)
dk.

1+[1+W(k,p)]p V(k)
(45)

this is the exact version of simple result (42). In addi-
tion, the exact Ising partition function may be dis-

played in a form similar to Zg in Eq. (43).

&V

InZ(p) = —— ln[1+p V(k,p)]dk
27

Fro. 5. (a) A complicated W process along whose internal lines
(46) further W processes occur; (b) reduced diagram for (a) in which

the new bonds are given in Eq. (48).
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for f itself, the very quantity we wish to calculate. This
fact suggests a redefinition of the bond to be drawn
henceforth as a simple line, so that the resultant dia-
grams of W processes themselves contain no W proc-
esses which may be removed by snipping two simple
lines, the resulting ends of which then get tied together
to form a single uninterrupted line. Part (b) of Fig. 5
indicates this latter reduction for Fig. 5(a). The re-
maining possible set of 8' processes may be called
"reduced. "

By considerations of the sort that led to formula (44),
we can also write down an expression whose expansion
terms yield in a one-to-one fashion the possible se-
quences of [—PV]'s and W's along this new type of re-
normalized bond. Since there must again 4'e at least one
V between each two lower region vertices along the
bond, as well as those at the endpoints of the bond, one
finds the bond function to be

k's for all internal bonds are not independent, but the
sum of k's at each vertex must vanish. "

The reduced diagrams R naturally fall into two classes
according to whether or not the primary path enters
and leaves the same vertex, as exemplified respectively
by Figs. 4(a) and (b). Since these entering and leaving
segments in the case of the former type must have
opposite momenta, the rest of the momenta for the
internal lines converging on this vertex must separately
satisfy conservation of momentum, unlike the situation
for the second R set. Since it is only through these mo-
mentum conservation restrictions that the value of a
given WR can depend on k, the primary path mo-

mentum, the first class of 8"R's must be independent
of k.

Any WR(k, P) may be written as an average constant
value over v-, plus a part which Quctuates across v with
average value zero; thus,

—P V(k)
1-(k,~) =

1+[1+W(k,p)]P V(1 )
(4g) where

WR(k, p) =WR(p)+ bWR(k, p),

1
WR(p) =— WR(k, p)dk,

(50)

since the expanded form contains all orderings of any
number of [—PV]'s and Ws except those which have
either W's at the ends, or contiguous pairs of W's.

We are now in a position to write down a formal ex-
pression for W(k, P) as a sum over the entire set of
"reduced" diagrams. In doing so, it is necessary to be
careful to consider the number of distinct ways that
the even number of creation operators in each lower re-
gion vertex still remaining in any given reduced dia-
gram might have been contracted with operators along
the bonds. The general result may be written

4(D ng(R) ~(2I)!D n1(R)

W(l P)=P
'R) o (R) N P7(—1

= QWR(k, p).
«R~

V (R)
X P' g 1-(k.,p)

aI r„(R) ~=&

(49)

(R}is the entire set of reduced diagrams which must be
summed to yield W, and any given diagram R possesses
y(R) internal bonds, and n((R) vertices terminating 2l
lines (possibly including the primary path portions in-
dicated by arrows). The (2l)! associated with D& in

Eq. (49) is the number of ways of distributing the 21
creation operators among the bonds emanating from
that particular vertex, under contractions. o.(R) is a
symmetry number for diagram R, equal to the number
of ways that relabelings of labeled vertices aed internal
bonds leads to basically the same arrangement. The k
summation in (49) has been primed to show that the

!)WR(k,p)dk=0.

(51)

Using Eqs. (38), the partition function in the k-inde-
pendent W approximation is found to be

P

»~(&)—=——Z ~(~') 4 (r',P')~P'
&ij

2T

[I+W(~')]V(k)
(53).I+[I+W(P')]O'V(k)

Since the value of It is known for r@——0,

Iyw(k, P)
&(M) = (~'') =1=- dk. (54)

, 1+[1+W(k, P)]PU(k)

Equation (52) immediately leads to determination of a
k-independent W without any need. to calculate cluster

"In the case of the vertex or vertices which terminate the
primary path segments, the extra momenta for these latter must
be included in the conservation conditions.

We have just concluded that 8WR identically vanishes
for R's with a single entering and leaving primary path
vertex. If the Auctuations are tentatively neglected for
the remaining WR s, the pair correlation function ex-
pression (45) reduces to

1 [1+W(P)]exp ( ir,; k—).
4(r,;,P)= dk. (52)7, I+[I+W(p)]pV(k)
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diagrams.
1 dk

I:1+W(p)j '=-
, 1+I 1+W(p) jp V(k)

(55)

In a similar way, the second class of S' diagrams may
also be interpreted as clusters on the original lattice:

Wa(k, p) =p exp(ik. r)wn(r, p),

This approximate Ising model calculation may be identi-
fied as the spherical model. "Therefore, the assumption
of no fiuctuations in 5 across v- is equivalent to "smear-
ing out" the discrete spin density p(pt) .p(y~) uni-
formly over the hypersphere in E space which passes
through its 2~ points of nonvanishing probability. The
major deficiencies in a spherical model approximation to
the Ising problem are well known. (1) No phase transi-
tion is predicted in two-dimensional lattices with short-
range interactions; (2) in the three-dimensional nearest-
neighbor case, the specific heat is bounded, and the
temperature dependence of magnetization is incorrect
near the critical temperature; (3) the magnetization
approaches unity linearly with temperature T as T —+ 0,
rather than as A exp( —8/T); (4) the predicted critical
point pair correlation function is not correct. By taking
account, even approximately, of the fluctuations of the
W&(k,p) across r, one begins a systematic correction of
the spherical model, and presumably begins to "un-
smear" the spin distribution of the hypersphere.

Wn(P) =P exp(ik r)ton(r, P),

1
tort(r, p) =— WR(p) exp( —ik r)dk (56)

= W (p)S(r).

Although we shall not reproduce the tedious and unin-
formative details here, it may be shown that the
constant W&(p) may each be evaluated as a cluster sum
on the original lattice. The term corresponding to graph
R in Eq. (49) equals the product of bonds l(r,P), one
for each internal line of R, where

1
t(r,p) = 1.(k,p) ex—p(—ik r )dk (5&)

is the transform of I., and position summations are to be
taken over all vertices of R excepting the single one
along the primary path. Note that closed loop internal
lines beginning and ending at the same vertex are to be
interpreted as l(O,p).

'3 In Ref. 4, only the case of nearest-neighbor interactions of
strength —J Lfor which .V(h) is a sum of cosines] was explicitly
worked out, though the generalization is straightforward. One
may identify (2PJ[1+W(P)g) ' as the saddle-point parameter s,
introduced by Berlin and Kac. See, also, R. Brout, Phys. Rev.
118, 1009 (1960).

V. THE STRUCTURE OF REDUCED W' DIAGRAMS

Since the first class of W diagrams are constant over
7-, their r-space transforms mR are lattice Kronecker
delta functions:

1
wR(r, p) =— Wrt(k, p)exp( —ik r)dk,

(58)

Since we shall be working with cluster integrals in their
r-space interpretation, each free 6eld point will be sub-
ject not only to a spatial summation, but a y integration
as well to generate the correct Inultiplicative coefFicient
for that vertex.

This new vertex coeKcient representation makes it
especially easy to carry out a vertex renormalization.
Reference to Fig. 5(b), an already bond-renormalized
5' diagram, illustrates the possibility of each remaining
vertex acting as articulation point (single point of
attachment) for certain portions of the diagram, such as
simple loops. It is clear that any number of such dis-
tinct portions may be attached at any given vertex.
The usual combinatorial arguments suffice to show that
when account is taken of the distinct ways in which
lines emanating from a point could be assigned to por-
tions with this single attachment point (root), and to
paths in the remaining diagram, that partial summation
over singly rooted portions yields a renormalized vertex
coefficient in the form

( 1)n—122m ao ~2n—I ex~[p(~ p))d~
D-(p) = (60)

m'"(2e)! p sinhy

which is now temperature-dependent. Here, F(y,P)
stands for a sum over all singly rooted portions, and the
successive terms in expansion of expLJ ]cover the cases
of zero, one, two, , such portions attached to the
vertex in question. Though we shall return to the
problem of determination of Ii at this section's end, we
shall temporarily proceed with formal use of the D 's.

where again the bonds are functions l(r,P). The dis-
tance variable r in wR(r, p) is the distance between the
two vertices which, respectively, receive and discharge
the primary path, and which are to be regarded as
fixed. Other vertices are summed over the lattice.

We may now commence a program for analyzing the
structure of the contributions to W(k, p) which must be
taken into account in proceeding beyond the spherical
model. As a first consideration, the lower region vertex
coefficients D„, given explicitly in Eq. (22), are rather
cumbersome to work with in that form. Rather, it will
be convenient to use an integral representation of the
Bernoulli numbers, "which leads to the following alterna-
tive expression:

( 1)n—122' oo ysn —
ldll

D =
m'"(2fs)! p sinhy
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FIG. 6. A diagram remaining after both bond and vertex re-
normalizations have been effected. Such diagrams typically con-
sist of a series of links (in this case to be separated at the vertical
arrows) whose two end points terminate an odd number of lines.

proceeds to account for the total ways of forming other
bundles in the diagram, until one ends up with com-
parable factorials for each bundle in the diagram. Thus,
the factorials may, in effect, be removed from the
vertices, and associated, at least in part, with parallel
sets of paths.

It is most convenient to carry out our combinatorial
analysis under the y integrals, and in doing so, the two
ends of each l bond may be regarded as having absorbed
some of the factors from the right side of (60); thus, we
take the bond factor to be

The entire set of diagrams which gave k-independent
contributions to W(lr, P) have now contracted just to a
single vertex.

iX» X»
y1t(r, P)

4y~y2
t(r,P),

7r2
(63)

Remembering that at least one singly rooted portion
must have originally been connected at this vertex, one
sees that the sum over all such diagrams must be
[formally using the integrals (59) and (60) for 22= 1j

2
D1(P)—D1=— . {expLJ'(y,P)j—I)~y (6I)

p sinhy

(2212)!

j!(2222—j)!
(2n)!

j!(2n j)!—
to be taken into account, for the number of ways of
choosing j paths out of the total number at each vertex
to form the "bundle" between them. Also, there are j!
ways of matching up beginnings and ends of lines.
Hence, so far as factorials are concerned, one must
consider the factor

1—Xj! (2~—j)!(2~—j)! (62)

with just a single j.for the bundle of j lines. Of course
the remaining (2m —j)!(222—j)!gets cancelled as one

Of course, if one uses condition (54) to fix the sum of
WR's for the e22t2re set of W diagrams, this last expres-
sion need not be used.

Having thus removed singly rooted portions from the
8'-diagram vertices, the typical remaining structure for
the nontrivial k-dependent diagrams is illustrated by
Fig. 6. One sees that these diagrams consist of a series
of one or more non-nodal links. Since the vertex re-
normalization does not alter the fact that an even num-
ber of lines must terminate at a vertex, it is obvious
that the end points of each link must terminate an odd
number of lines. Therefore, the remaining diagrams
may be said to form odd nodal chains.

Let us examine for the moment two vertices in a
diagram which are directly connected by j lines. Suppose
that their coefficients are B and D„, containing, re-
spectively, (2222)! and (222)! as denominators. There are
first the factors

and its y2 partner to remain associated with the vertices.
In this spirit, we can therefore write the nontrivial part
of re(r12,P) as the effect of two such integral operations
(corresponding to the left-most and right-most vertices
in a diagram) operating on a "nodal odd" function 2t

"«PLJ'(y1, P) ldy
( .,P)=[& (P)—D 3~()+

y& sinhy&

"expL~(y2, P) ldy2
N(r1, ,P,y, ,y2) . (64)

y2 slnhy2P

Next, let U(r», P,y1,y2) be the sum over all non-nodal
links whose chains (including the one-link chain) form
u, as previously noted. One has

+(r12,P yl y2) U(r12 P yl y2) —2 1ty2

p

expLF (y2,P)]
)& U(r18 P yl y3) N(r22 P y8 y2) (65)

y3 sinhyp

since iteration of the right-hand side reproduces the
chains. Symbolically, we write

(66)

since, aside from the auxiliary integration, this would be
a lattice convolution. Figure 6 shows that chains can
also occur as parts of diagrams in which the links termi-
nate at both ends in ever numbers of lines. Therefore,
we need also to define an even nodal chain function,
g(r12,P,y1,y2), and an even non-nodal link function,
G(r»,P,y, ,y,), which are related in the same way as their
odd analogs.

(67)

between a pair of vertices whose auxiliary integration
variables are y~ and y2, leaving behind the operation

"expLJ'(y1, P)]

y& sinhy&
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One can now attempt to analyze the bond- and vertex-
renormalized g diagrams into parts consisting of ex-
amples of even and odd nodal chains, and thereby seek
to establish a closed set of functional equations for I, U,
g, and 6 in terms of I, and hence the original interaction.
One immediate complication is the fact that our pre-
vious bond renormalization did not allow I itself to be
included as a permissible non-nodal link in sum U. How-
ever, not only can isolated I's occur as parts of diagrams
(which cannot otherwise be identified as parts of g or
u chains), but as the left-most link in Fig. 6 illustrates,
we can still have paths between a pair of nodes also
consisting of (1) a single bond and a u chain in series
(in both orders), (2) a single bond separating two u-chain
sequences. So, to simplify appearances in following equa-
tions, we introduce a "modihed" odd-chain function I
to include not only the original u, but l and cases (1)
and (2).

"('»» 3'i 32) =u(r», p,3),y2) —~(r12 p)

4yiy3+ —— l (ri3,p) *u(r„,p,y, ,3),)

+u(r a,p,y, ,y,)s
4y~y2

;—~(r32,p)

+ (urp)3, 3g)i3)o l (r34,P) su(r4g, P,3)4,3),) . (68)
7r2

The next step is to define even (8) and odd (~) ele-
mentary diagram functionals. An even (odd) ele-
rnentary diagram consists of two end points (denoted
by 1 and 2, say), and n&2 field points which are con-
nected by lines such that (1) the two end points termi-
nate an even (odd) number of lines greater than one;
(2) each field point terminates an even number of lines

ODD

2 2 1

EVEN

FIG. 7. The five basic types of elementary diagrams with two
field points. The second of the three "even" diagrams may be
turned end-foi-end to yield an additional contribution to the even
elementary diagram sum.

greater than or equal to four; (3) there are only one or
two lines connecting each pair of points directly (no
loops are allowed); (4) there are no subdiagrams in-

volving one or more vertices which may be removed by
cuts at two other vertices; (5) no bonds directly connect
the end points.

The five basically diferent types of even and odd

elementary diagrams for m= 2 are shown in Fig. 7. The
number of possibilities increases enormously as e
increases.

Not only can any elementary diagram itself (as drawn

in Pig. 7) serve as an acceptable part of a W diagram,

but replacement of each single bond by a u link or any

parallel pair of bonds between two vertices by a g dia-

gram also leads to valid possibilities. Let X), and X)„„,
respectively, stand. for even and odd elementary dia-

grams with I field points, and also let ))($, ) or ))($„„)
be the number of essentially different ways of dis-

tributing v field point labels over the graphs. The even

and odd elementary diagram sums are

(—1)"n(&.-)
B(r» p,yi, y2) = 2

n=2 I&gn mt r3' ' 'm+2

exPr~(3' »)1d3'

y3 sinhy3

"expfF(y ~2,p) J&3) 1~

yn+, sinhyn+2

ng(&gn) nt (+gn)

X II g(r„,p,y;(,),3', (,)) II u(r. ,p,3)'(.),y ( )); (69)

(—1)"n(&-)
'tt(r», P,3 i,Y~) = 2

n=2 I&un) r3 ~ ~ m+2

"expLF(y„p) 3dy,

y3 sinhy3

ng (+un)

" exPL~(3.+2 P)1d3' +2

yn+2 sinhyn+2

nu (+~n)

II g(rwp~3'((w)~3'i(~)) II u(~»p~3'((~)&3')'(~)) ~ (~o)

The numbers of single bonds, and of pairs of parallel
bonds between pairs of vertices have been denoted by
e and n, .

Aside from determination of P, the cluster analysis

may now be completed by writing down two further re-
lations, one for U and one for G. These may be derived

by noting that sums of even and odd "simple" diagrams
(all field points connected among themselves by paths
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not through the end points) are, respectively, equal to'

S,(r12) =g(r12) —G(r12)+ g(r12),
(71)

(r12) u(r12) U(r12)+ tt(r12) ~

The non-nodal even sum 6 may be built up out of any
number of even simple diagrams, and an even number of
odd simple diagrams in parallel, excepti22g the case of
just a single even simple chain, which must then be
elementary.

G= exp(S, ) cosh(5„) —1—S,+g. (72)

a X differentiation eRectively makes each vertex in turn
a second root, and adds the results. But we see that both
a new vertex and the old root vertex terminate even
numbers of lines, and the resulting doubly rooted
diagrams are precisely those of the nodal even chain
sum. It is therefore possible to repeat essentially the
same diagram reductions for the Ii determination as
have just been completed for ) =1, but retaining an
explicit ) dependence.

The eRective partition function in the presence of
variable X is

z1(P) = (0
~
exp( —l1PM) exp(l1Dt)

~
0), (75)

and the corresponding pair correlation function reads

(73)
P, (r,;)=S(r,;)U= exp(S, ) sinh(S„) —S„+%..

1+W1(k,p)XSubstitute from Eqs. (71) to obtain

a(r12) exp[g(r12) G(r12)+B(r]2)]
Xcosh[u(r12) —U(r»)+M(r»)] —1, (74)

u(r12) exp[g(r12) G(r12)+g(r12)]
Xsinh[u(r12) —U(r, 2) +'It(r, 2)] .

—1
I+[Iyw, (k,p)x]pv(k)x

Xexp( —ik r;;)dk,

(76)A(ro=-0) =1,
which are the generalizations of Eqs. (25), (45), and
(54). Next, the renormalized bond function, Eq. (48),
becomes

Once one is given F(y,P), Eqs. (66), (67), (69), and (70),
along with the definition of u, Eq. (68), in principle con-
stitute solution to the Ising problem (though one is up
against the typical difhculty of having to evaluate com-
plicated elementary diagram sums, which is the real
deterrent to obtaining exact results).

Some of the possible singly articulated diagram parts
which contribute to F were shown in Fig. 5(b). The F
sum may be obtained by providing a second root for
these parts by introducing a parameter 3 which is
allowed to vary continuously in the range 0&'A&1.
Then, if a factor X has been appended to each of the
originally drawn vertices (including all V vertices and
lower region vertices that were suppressed in drawing
bond- and vertex-renormalized diagrams) of that part,

—pv(k)
1.,(k,p) =

1+[1+w), (k,P)x]Pv (k)x
(77)

where one X factor has been excluded to simplify the
following. The function F itself must also be X indexed
so that the expression (64) relating 211 to a nodal odd-
chain sum now appears

2
2111(r»,p) = ——

p sinhy "exp[F&(y„P)]dy1

y& sinhy&
X {exp[F&,(y,P)]—1)&(r»)+

Similarly, U consists of any number of 5,'s, and an odd
number of S 's, except that a single S„diagram standing
alone must be elementary.

& 2 [i &W(P)] /3V(k)

T=TG

"exp[F1, (y2,P)]dy2
u), (r12,p, y1,y2) . (78)

y2 sinhy2

Equations (66) and (67) become

T&Tc

T»Tc

u1 = U1—&»(+)aux,

g1=G1,—&G1(+)1g. ,

(79)

-k0 kp k

in which (*)1is the same operation as *, but with F1 re-
placing F. Also, the u1 generalization of Eq. (68) is

4yiy2

7r2

I'IG. 8. Temperature variation of the pair correlation function
integrand denominator for the three-dimensional spherical fer-
romagnet. The values are shown only along an arbitrary ray
through the k-space origin, which intersects the Brillouin zone
boundaries at &k0.

l1, (*)1u1+l1u),(*)1
7r2

4yv'3
&), (*)1u1(*)1

X2

4yay2

4y4y2
7), . (80)

7r2
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The even and odd elementary diagram sums have )
subscripts on each F, 9, and g that appear in (69) and
(70), as well as extra factors X":

(81)

model critical point, P=P,. When P exceeds P„ it is
necessary to treat separately the k=0 term in the
k-sum precursor of integrals such as (52) and (55),
exactly as is done in treatment of Bose-Einstein
condensation of the ideal gas." Then in this low-
temperature region W(P) varies in such a way as pre-
cisely to maintain the root of (84) at &=0, namely

2

Equations (74) remain valid after each function receives
a X subscript. Finally, we determine F& by reintegrating
the doubly rooted diagram sum over X:

f(r', P) =~'(P)+-
Ps

exp(ik r;;)dk

V(k) —V(0)
(86)

The pair correlation function in the spherical model
becomes

~fbi, P) = —2
&2 p

dX' dy2
and Eq. (55) becomes replaced by

exp[~' Q,P)]
X g&,. (ri2,P,yi, y2) . (82)

y2 sinhy2

This completes the formal cluster analysis.

VI. THE OCCURRENCE OF LONG-RANGE ORDER

In order to see how the occurrence of long-range order
in an Ising model, as T is lowered below T„ is rejected
in the central quantity W(k, P), we first review the be-
havior of the three-dimensional spherical model ferro-
magnet. For definiteness, a simple cubic lattice with
nearest-neighbor interaction J will be assumed, so

V(k) = —27[cosh,+cosh„+cosh, j (83)

(distances will be measured in lattice spacing units).
At very high temperature (P small), the exact W(k, P),
as well as its spherical model constant analog W(P) de-
termined by (55), are negligibly small. As a result, the
integrand denominator of the spherical model

1+[1+W(P)]P V(k) (84)

will have a shallow positive minimum at k=0, which
tends to get deeper as the temperature is lowered. This
behavior is shown in Fig. 8.

If the spherical model W(P) remained zero as T was
lowered, the integral on the right-hand side of Eq. (55)
would increase above its P=O limit, unity, so that this
equation could not be satisfied. The equation can, how-
ever, be satisfied if W(P) becomes negative for P)0,
since then [1+W(P)$ ') 1. In the integrals' denornina-
tor, [1+W(P)jP acts as an effective inverse ternpera-
ture less than P, so the unique solution W(P) (which
goes to zero as P ~ 0) represents a balance between the
two members.

In this three-dimensional example, a suKciently
large value of P is eventually reached where (84) be-
comes zero at k=0, though the k-space differential
volume element 4''dk is sufhcient to maintain in-
tegrability in Eqs. (52) and (55). This is the spherical

(87)

which is now a relation for determination of the long-
range order m(P) =lim P'"(r,P).

7" —&00

In the case of the two-dimensional square-lattice
analog, the spherical model condition (55) does not
allow the denominator (84) to develop a zero for finite

P, for if it did (the k-space differential volume element is
now 2~kdk), the right-member integral would diverge
logarithmically. The condition could then only be satis-
fied if [1+W(P)] ' were infinite, 1+W(P) =0, but this
would contradict the assumption of a denominator zero.
It is known, of course, that the two-dimensional
nearest-neighbor ferromagnet really does exhibit a
phase transition with long-range order below a finite P,.'

The difficulty evidently is that the spherical model use
of a constant W forces the denominator expression (84)
always to be parabolic in the neighborhood of k= 0. The
exact two-dimensional Ising model must have a
k-dependent W which "sharpens" the minimum to the
extent that at P„ the corresponding infinite singularity
produced by the denominator's vanishing is suKciently
weaker that 2mk dk converts it to an integrable func-
tion. This tendency toward minimum sharpening is
already heralded by examining the simplest contribu-
tion to W which has a k dependence; it corresponds to
graph 4(b), and provides the dominant k dependence
at high temperature (since it can contain the smallest
number of V vertices). For small P it equals

4 (PJ)'[cosh,+cosk„+cosh,],
introducing a "second harmonic" into the previously
pure sinusoidal expression (84), with a sign that accentu-
ates (sharpens) the minimum. One may safely presume
that in three dimensions also, the correct W(k, P) some-
somewhat sharpens the minimum behavior at P,. This

"C.Kittel, Elementary Statistical Physics (John Wiley Bz Sons,
Inc. , New York, 1958), p. 98.
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FIG. 9. Pair correlation function integrand denominator for the
correct Ising model. At the critical temperature, the curve touches
the axis with a sharper bend than the parabolic shape predicted
by the spherical model.

modified denominator behavior, as P approaches P,
from below, is schematically illustrated in Fig. 9.

Again, when P exceeds P„ the k =0 term must receive
special consideration, giving rise to extra m'(P) terms
in Eqs. (52) and (54). However, there is no reason (in
an exact evaluation) for the kYO values of (84) to be
P-independent, as for the spherical model. Indeed, since
m'(P) approaches 1 faster with increasing P than the
spherically model predicts (so the "gas" of overturned
spins rapidly becomes very dilute and uncorrelated ex-
cept as nearest neighbors) it seems certain that the
denominator recedes from the axis to again approach
the constancy shown at high temperature, with the
single exception of the isolated point at k=0. This is
shown in Fig. 10. Apparently, when P)P„

so that w(r, P) will have a long-ranged constant part
proportional to X '.

We turn finally to a consideration of antiferromag-
netic order. A change in the sign of J for the square and
simple cubic lattices has the effect of making k=O a
maximum of denominator (84), and placing minima at
the vertices of v. It is at these vertices that the Ising
two- and three-dimensional models develop denomina-
tor zeros at a Weel temperature greater than zero, but
for the same reason as before, the spherical antiferro-
magnet can exhibit similar behavior only in the three-
dimensional case.

It is rigorously known that the plane triangular
lattice with nearest-neighbor antiferromagnetic inter-
action cannot exhibit long-range order. " The reason
may be traced to the fact that in this case

V(k) = 2J[cos(k,)+cos(-,'k, +-';v3k„)
+cos(—,'k, —-,'V3k„)], (89)

[and therefore (84) as well] has its absolute minimum
value along the entire boundary of the Brillouin zone 7.

(it is hexagonal), rather than just at a finite set of.
points. Thus, in spite of the fact that a "sharpening"
mechanism for (84) apparently exists in the full Ising
model cluster theory, it is not sufficiently effective to
produce an integrable integr and with denominator
zeros all along this boundary, at finite P.

We tentatively propose, therefore, a nonrigorous
criterion for the nonoccurrence of antiferromagnetic
order, for interactions not necessarily restricted to
nearest neighbors: If V(k) possesses a locus of absolute
minima in 7- or on the boundary of w which consists at
least in part of arcs of curves in two-dimensional sys-
tems, or surfaces for three-dimensional systems, then
no long-range order should arise at finite temperature.
V(k) s with minima just at: distinct points in two di-
mentsions, or, at worst, along space curves in three di-
mensions presumably can display a generalized sort of
antiferromagnetic order, with a period possibly in-
commensurate with the underlying lattice. "

& &t & tW(k, /S)j/3V(k)
APPENDIX A

The coefficients D„(n) may be obtained from the
generating expression

H,„(n)
1+P x"=exp[+ D (n)~"]

~=i 2 (2m)!
(A1)

by expanding the right-hand side, and equating co-
efficients of the same power of x. To accomplish the
same end, we note first the Cauchy integral formula for
the Hermite polynomials'~

-k0 ko (A2)

FIG. 10. P integrand denominator below the transition tempera-
ture. The function is similar to the T)T. case of Fig. 9. with the
exception of the single isolated point at k=0, which sits on the
k axis.

"G. H. Wannier, Phys. Rev. 79, 357 (1950).' F. H. Stillinger, Jr., Phys. Rev. 126, 1239 (1962).
j7 This integral formula follows immediately from the generating

expression FI„(x)= (—1)"exp (g)'(d/dg)" exp (—x').
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The contour of integration circles the pole once in the
counterclockwise direction. If (A2) is substituted into
each term on the left-hand side of (A1), and the re-
sulting geometric series summed, one obtains

e 'x

gas pair correlation function y(r, ;) for sites i and j is
defined by

where the molecular occupation parameters v have
been introduced:

(82)v;=-', (1+@,), etc.exp[+ D (n)x"]=1+
n=l 2 27ri( )

The Ornstein-Zernike direct correlation function x(ri.)

X
~

~

~ ~ ~

~ ~

~

~

e 'ds is implicitly defined in terms of p by means of the con-
(A3) ~ ~

(s—n) [s—ny (x/2) '"][8—n —(x/2) '"] volution sum equation (integral equation for the con-
tinuum model)"

To have insured the validity of the transformation
leading to (A3), the contour necessarily must circum-
scribe the three roots of the denominator in this last
expression.

The integral occurring in (A3) may easily be evalu-
uated by residues. The result is

y(r, ,)—1=x(r;;)+P x(r;i)(vi)[y(r);) —1], (83)

where density is measured on a per-site basis.
For our field-free Ising models, each (vi)= —',, and a

Fourier transformation of (83) allows the transform of
x to be expressed in terms of the transform of y —1.

P D (n)x"= —-', x+ln cosh[n(2x)'"]
n=l we have set

X(k) = I'(k)/[1+-,'r(k)];

Comparison with the known power-series expansion of
the right-hand side" provides the desired result

23'—1(22n 1)B
D.(~) = ——,'&i.+(—1)" ' n'". (A5)

N(2')!

The 8's are the Bernoulli numbers listed previously in
Eq. (23). Because the Kronecker delta function 8i„ is
nonvanishing only for Di(n), only this one coeKcient
can be eliminated by proper choice of n) 0. From (A5)
one finds that n must be set equal to 2 '/' for this pur-
pose. The D„values quoted in Eq. (22) thereupon
follow.

APPENDIX B

In the lattice gas interpretation of an Ising model,
sites with spin +1 are regarded as occupied by mole-
cules, and those with spin —1 are empty. "The lattice

B.0. Pierce, A Short Table of IrItegrals (Ginn and Company,
New York, 1929), 3rd ed. , p. 92."T.D. Lee and C. N. Yang, Phys. Rev. 87, 410 (1952}.

(X(k),I'(k)) =P exp(ik r)(x(r),y(r) —1) . (85)

Also, y —1 may be identified as our Ising model spin-
pair correlation function f by inserting (82) into (81).
Therefore, examination of Eq. (45) allows one to
conclude:

1+W(k,p)
I (k) =- —2.

1y [1+W(k, p)]pV(k)
(86)

Insertion of this last expression into (84) finally leads
to a relation between the k-space version of the direct
correlation function and W(k,P).

X(k P) =2[1—2PV(k)] —4[1+W(k,P)] '. (87)

From this last result, we can immediately conclude
that x(r) for the spherical model (k-independent W)
is everywhere proportional to the pair interaction except
at the origin.

"L. S. Ornstein and F. Zernike, Proc. Acad. Sci. Amsterdam
17, 193 (1914}.


